CELEBRATE THAT SPECIAL LADY IN YOUR LIFE!

Across
1. "Right back ___!"
5. Like yoga instructors
10. Contents of un lago
15. Seller of TV and magazine spots, informally
16. Things often put in in twos
18. Showroom floor fixtures
20. Washington, but not Adams
21. "Am not!" comeback
22. Play-___
24. Card game requiring quick reflexes
25. Jason of "How I Met Your Mother"
27. Sporting event preceded by an elaborate ceremonial ritual
29. Bonus
30. Sporty car roof
32. Complete block
33. Mixed martial arts org.
34. Notary public's need
35. Listening, say
39. Org. mobilizing an innovation initiative for COVID-19 testing
40. Common spice in Indian food
42. Tie that binds, in Japan?
43. Neighbors of bishops
45. Hefty horn
46. The Red Baron, to Snoopy
47. Onetime record label for Queen and the Beatles
48. Word before Mary or Sunday
49. One of 11 Egyptian pharaohs
50. Legendary N.Y.C. punk rock club
51. Setting for Scheherazade
52. Dress style popularized by Dior in the 1950's
53. "That ticked me off!"
54. Granola ___
57. Birthplace of seven U.S. presidents
58. "It's ___ fun!"
60. Part of a modern police database
62. Results of some Hail Mary passes, informally
63. Santa ___, Calif.
64. Nikkei index currency

Down
1. Put two and two together
2. Suit accessory
3. 1992 Olympic figure skating champion Kristi
4. Archipelago west of Portugal
5. Ho Chi Minh trail setting
6. "... and ___ it again!"
7. Number of i's in "Sicilia"
8. Robbed, as a bank
9. ___ salts
10. They're often installed in the spring, for short
11. Passes with flying colors
12. Not suitable
13. V.C. Andrews novel "Flowers in the ___"
17. Younger brother of Cain and Abel
19. Brooks with Emmy, Grammy, Oscar and Tony awards
23. Pals around (with)
25. Gumption
26. Spriteliike
27. Gavel wielder's word
28. Lava below the surface
30. 4:00 P.M., traditionally
31. Sea dogs
34. Any old jerk
35. Birds on some Australian coins
36. Cool off at the pool, say
37. Library loan during quarantine, maybe
38. Subjects of many nonfiction best sellers
41. Done to ___